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Abstract. In this article we explain how to reconstruct the decomposition subgroups and norms of
points on an arithmetic curve inside its fundamental group if the following data are given: the funda-
mental group, a part of the cyclotomic character and the family of regulators of the fields corresponding
to the generic points of all étale covers of the given curve. The approach is inspired by that of Tamagawa
for curves over finite fields but uses Tsfasman-Vlăduţ theorem instead of Lefschetz trace formula. To
the authors’ knowledge, this is a new technique in the anabelian geometry of arithmetic curves. It is
conditional and depends on unknown properties of arithmetic fundamental groups.
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1. Introduction

Let K be a number field, S a finite set of primes of K containing all archimedean primes and KS{K

the maximal extension of K unramified outside S. Let OK,S be the ring of S-integers of K. Then
the étale fundamental group of SpecOK,S is equal to the Galois group GK,S of KS{K. We discuss in
this paper, how one can deduce anabelian information on SpecOK,S from GK,S . Our final goal, which
we achieve only under strong additional hypotheses, is to establish a local correspondence on the curve
SpecOK,S : i.e., given pairs pKi, Siq for i � 1, 2 and an isomorphism σ : GK1,S1 Ñ GK2,S2 , let for any
finite subextension K1,S1

{L1{K1, denote the corresponding extension of K2 via σ by L2. For a scheme
X, let |X| denote the set of closed points of X. Under certain additional requirements on σ and GKi,Si ,
we will show the existence of a compatible family of bijections

σ�,L1 : |SpecOL1,S1 |rR1pL1q Ñ |SpecOL2,S2 |rR2pL2q

on closed points, for any finite subextension K1,S1
{L1{K1, where Ri is some exceptional set of primes of

Ki of Dirichlet density zero. These bijections are characterized as follows: ifDp̄ denote the decomposition
subgroup of a prime of K1,S1

, then we require Dσ�pp̄q � σpDp̄q, where σ� is the inverse limit of the maps
σ�,L1

over all K1,S1
{L1{K1. More precisely, we will give a (unfortunately, not purely) group theoretic

criterion for a subgroup D � GK,S to be a decomposition subgroup of a prime in the spirit of Tamagawa’s
work [Ta97] in the case of curves over finite fields. Further, σ� happens to preserve the absolute norm
of primes, i.e., it also preserves the residue characteristic and the inertia degree over Q. Thus by
Chebotarev density theorem, if certain unknown properties of GK,S are assumed to hold, then GK,S

plus the additional data (see Theorem 1.1) are enough to characterize the number field uniquely, if it
is normal over Q and the exceptional set R is small enough. This gives an (unfortunately, conditional)
approach to a question related to the Isom-form of Grothendieck’s conjecture (cf. [Gr83] and [NSW08]
12.3.4,12.3.5) in the case of arithmetic curves.

Inspired by the work of Hajir-Maire [HM01], we consider only tamely ramified towers to obtain non-
trivial invariants. We will work in two slightly different cases. For ` a rational prime and L {K a
Galois extension, let L tm{K resp. L tm�p`q{K denote the maximal tame resp. the maximal tame
pro-`-subextension of L {K. Let  P ttm, tm � p`qu. The Galois group of K

S{K will be denoted by
G
K,S . Observe that Ktm�p`q

S � K
p`q
SrS`

. Before stating the main result, we must introduce some further
assumptions on G

K,S . This is due to the fact, that this group is not well-understood yet. If R is some
set of primes of K and L {K is some extension, let L R{K denote the maximal subextension of L {K,

Key words and phrases. arithmetic curves, anabelian geometry, Dedekind zeta function, Brauer-Siegel theorem,
Tsfasman-Vladut theorem.
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which is completely split in R. Let Sf :� SrS8 be the set of the non-archimedean primes in S and let

Smin :�

#
tp P Sf : Np � 1 mod `u if  � tm� p`q,

Sf otherwise.

We have the following assumptions on a pair K,S:

pGRHq All finite subextensions in K
S{K satisfy the generalized Riemann hypothesis.

pFDq there is a set R of primes of K of Dirichlet density 0, with R X S � H such that for all non-
archimedean primes p of K with extension p̄ to K

S one has:

pK
Sqp̄ �

$''&
''%
pKpq

 if p P Smin

pKpq
nr, if p R Smin YR

Kp if p P R,

where nr stands for the maximal unramified subextension.

Also assuming pFDq with respect to the set R, we have a further condition:

pFKSq For any finite subextension K
S{L{K, for any two primes p � q of L such that p R R, the

decomposition group of p in the extension Ktqu,
S {L is infinite.

Thus pFDq says simply that the decomposition groups at all primes outside R are the maximal
possible ones and pFKSq ensures that the decomposition groups at different primes are independent in
some sense. If  � tm � p`q, then pFDq holds for K

S{K if SpecOK,S is a Kpπ, 1q-space for `. By the
work of A. Schmidt [Sch07], [Sch10] this is the case when S is big enough. Also in this pro-`-case we do
not need the GRH-assumption, but it is completely unclear whether pFKSq holds. At least, by [Sch10]
for any given finite set of q’s one can ensure the condition by enlarging S. We think that it should be
possible to weaken this condition in our approach. However, the situation (except for needing GRH)
in the case  � tm should be better, because the group is then much bigger. For a number field K let
χK,p denote the p-part of its cyclotomic character, hK its class number, RegK its regulator. For a finite
extension L{K, let DL{K be its discriminant and gL{K :� log |NK{QDL{K|

1
2 .

Theorem 1.1. For i � 1, 2 let SpecOKi,Si be an arithmetic curve. Let

σ : GK1,S1 Ñ GK2,S2

be an isomorphism of the fundamental groups. Assume that

(1) S8 � Si, at least two rational primes lie under Si and one of them, denoted p, lie under both
(2) Ki,Si realizes locally at each p P Si the maximal local extension
(3) χK1,p � χK2,p � σ.

Let  P ttm, tm� p`qu. Then σ induces an isomorphism

σ : G
K1,S1

Ñ G
K2,S2

.

Assume further that

(4) pFDq, pFKSq hold for K
i,Si

{Ki with respect to a set Ri
(5) either  � tm� p`q and K1,K2{Q are almost normal and totally imaginary, or pGRHq holds
(6) for any infinite subextension K

1,S1
{L1{K1, such that gL1{K1

� 0 for L1{L1{K1 big enough, one
has:

lim
L1

log hL1pRegL1
�RegL2

q

gL1{K1

� 0,

where the limit is taken over finite subextensions L1 of L1{K1 and L2{K2 is the field correspond-
ing to L1 via σ.

Then for any K
1,S1

{L1{K1 finite, σ induces a bijection (the local correspondence map):

σ�,L1 : |SpecOL1,S1 |rR1pL1q Ñ |SpecL2,S2
|rR2pL2q,

characterized by σpDp̄q � Dσ�pp̄q. The maps σ�,L1
are compatible for varying L1 and preserve the

residue characteristic and the absolute inertia degrees of primes.
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Corollary 1.2. Under the assumptions in the theorem, if K1{Q is normal and the Dirichlet density of
the images of R1, R2 in the set of all primes of Q is zero, then K1 � K2.

The assumptions pFDq and pFKSq were discussed above. As to the others, the assumptions (1), (2)
and (3) are necessary to establish a local correspondence at the boundary (cf. [Iv14] Theorem 1.1) and
to deduce information from the local Galois groups of primes in Sf . Moreover, (2) is known to hold in a
large amount of cases due to [CC09] Theorem 5.1. In particular, (2) holds if (1) holds and Sf is defined
over a totally real subfield. Further, (3) holds when certain finiteness hypothesis on Tate-Shafarevich
groups holds (cf. [Iv14] Proposition 1.3). In the core of our method we use assumptions (6) and (FKS).

The main idea in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is a group-theoretic characterization of the decomposition
subgroups of points on SpecOK,S in the spirit of Tamagawa’s work [Ta97]. Instead of using étale
cohomology and Lefschetz fixed point formula, which are not available in our case, we use the theorem of
Tsfasman-Vlăduţ (and its further generalization by Zykin), which is a generalization of the Brauer-Siegel
theorem. The application of Tsfasman-Vlăduţ theorem is the place where we need the behavior of the
regulators of the fields in question. While it is completely unclear how to recover these regulators from
the fundamental group GK,S , the p-adic volume volppKq of the unit lattice (for totally real fields, it is
the p-adic norm of the p-adic regulator) can be recovered if Sp � S (see Section 2.4). Unfortunately, the
p-adic analogue of Brauer-Siegel and hence also of Tsfasman-Vlăduţ fails (see [Wa82]), so our method
would fail, if we replace RegK by the volppKq. This do not exclude that there is still some similar way
of using volppKq to obtain information on decomposition subgroups.

Note the following subtlety: in the application of Tsfasman-Vlăduţ, we need to restrict attention to
the maximal tame subextension as the infinitely wildly ramified towers are in general asymptotically bad
and hence the invariants we work with get trivial.

Finally we mention a different point of view to Theorem 1.1. Namely, assume for a number field L
the number of complex and real embeddings, its class number, (the absolute value of) its discriminant
and 7µpLq are known (in our set up, most of them can be deduced from the position inside GK,S of
the decomposition groups at primes in Sf ). Then by the class number formula the knowledge of RegL
is equivalent to the knowledge of the residue of the zeta-function ζL at s � 1. Thus Theorem 1.1 says
essentially that GK,S (if it is big enough) plus the family of the residues of the functions ζL for K

S{L{K

at s � 1 gives (under certain hypotheses) enough information to reconstruct K, at least when K is
normal over Q.

Notation. Let us collect the notations used throughout the paper. Let K be a number field, i.e., a
finite extension of Q. Then ΣK is the set of all primes (archimedean or not) of K, S8 :� S8pKq is the
set of archimedean primes of K and Sf :� SrS8pKq for any set S of primes of K. For S,R � ΣK ,
KR
S is the maximal extension of K unramified outside S and completely split in R. For a prime p of

K we write Np for its norm over Q. Further, DK , hK ,RegK are the absolute discriminant, the class
number, the regulator of K and gK � log |DK |

1
2 is the genus of K. For a finite extension L{K we set

gL{K :� log |NK{QDL{K|
1
2 .

If L{K is a Galois extension and p̄ is a prime of L, then Dp̄,L{K � GL{K denotes the decomposition
subgroup of p̄. If p :� p̄|K is the restriction of p̄ to K, then we sometimes write Dp̄{p or simply Dp̄

instead of Dp̄,L{K .
A prime always mean a non-archimedean prime.

Outline of the paper. In Section 2 we recall the necessary preliminaries, do some technical compu-
tations and make a digression on how to reconstruct the p-adic volume of the unit lattice from GK,S .
In Section 3 we prove two criterions for subgroups of G

K,S being related to primes of K. They are the
main ingredients in the proof of Theorem 1.1, which follows in Section 4.

2. Preliminaries

Here we collect some facts which we use later. First we recall results from [Iv14], which are our starting
point. Then we recall the generalization of the Brauer-Siegel theorem by Tsfasman-Vlăduţ [TV02] and
Zykin [Zy05], which will be the key ingredient for our main result.
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2.1. Decomposition groups of primes in S. Let us use the following notation: if (x),(y) are some
sets of invariants of K,S (like, for example, the position of the decomposition groups of primes inside
GK,S), then (x)ù (y) resp. (x)ú (y) will have the following meaning: if the data in (x) are known,
then we can deduce the data in (y) from them resp. the knowledge of (x) and (y) is equivalent. In
particular, (x)ù (y) implies that if two pairs pKi, Siq, i � 1, 2 are given, with GK1,S1

� GK2,S2
and

such that the data in (x) coincide for i � 1, 2, then also the data in (y) are coincide.
We summarize the results from [Iv14] which we need in Section 4 to prove Theorem 1.1. In contrast to

the function field case, not much information can be deduced from GK,S in general, i.e., if no assumptions
on S are made. Assume that at least two rational primes are invertible in OK,S , let p denote one of them
and let further χp : GK,S Ñ Z�p denote the p-part of the cyclotomic character of K. For pairs pK,Sq
satisfying this assumption, the following were shown in [Iv14]:

(i) pGK,S , pqù rK : Qs, r1pKq, r2pKq

(ii) pGK,S , p, χpqù pDp � GK,SqpPSf , 7Sf pLq,ClSpLq for all finite and totally imaginary KS{L{K

(also some converse statements hold; cf. [Iv14] Theorem 1.1)
(iii) if a hypothesis on the finiteness of certain Tate-Shafarevich groups with divisible coefficients

holds true, then pGK,S , pqù χp (cf. [Iv14] Proposition 1.3)
(iv) if the Leopoldt conjecture for K and all primes holds true, then GK,Sù ’all primes ` such that

S` � S’.

Thus GK,S itself (under certain hypotheses) or GK,S plus some part of the cyclotomic character determine
intrinsically the position inside GK,S of the decomposition groups of primes lying in Sf . Note that one
does not use the (in general unknown) fact that the decomposition groups of primes in Sf are maximal
possible (i.e., that KS realizes the maximal possible local extension at this prime)1. Let us now consider
only pairs pK,Sq for which this is true. Then also the class group and the relative discriminant can be
deduced:

(iv) pGK,S , pDp � GK,SqpPSf q ù 7ClpLq for any finite totally imaginary subextension KS{L{K;
NL{QDL1{L, if KS{L

1{L{K are finite subextensions such that L1{L is tame.

2.2. Asymptotically exact towers. We will make use of the generalized Brauer-Siegel theorem proven
by Tsfasman-Vlăduţ [TV02] and extended further by Zykin [Zy05], so let us recall their results. Tsfasman
and Vlăduţ proved their results in a rather big generality, for asymptotically exact families of number
fields. We need only the special case of infinite number fields (equivalently, of towers of number fields).
Let K be an infinite number field, i.e., an algebraic extension of Q of infinite degree. We can choose a
tower

Q � K0 � K1 � K2 � � � � � K

of subfields, finite over Q, such that K �
�8
n�1Kn. Such towers are clearly not unique. All results in

this section (and also later on) depend only on K , not on the choice of the tower. For a number field
K, set

 ΦαpKq :� tp P ΣK : Np � αu if α is a rational prime power
 ΦαpKq is the set of real resp. complex primes of K, if α � R resp. C.

For K ,Kn as above and α either a power of a rational prime or R or C, define

φαpK q :� lim
nÑ8

7ΦαpKnq

gKn
.

Then [TV02] Lemma 2.4 shows that this limit exists for each α (in the terminology of [TV02] this means
that tKnun is an asymptotically exact family). Moreover, [TV02] Lemma 2.5 shows that these limits
depend only on K and α and not on the choice of the tower. Further, K is called asymptotically good,
if there exists an α such that φαpK q � 0, and asymptotically bad otherwise. Also define

1Note that although this is not known in general, [Ch07] [CC09] shows that this is true if S is defined over a totally real
subfield and S � Sp1 Y Sp2 Y S8 for at least two rational primes p1 � p2.
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BSpK q :� lim
nÑ8

logphKn RegKnq

gKn
.

(We will see in a moment that this notation makes sense). A finite extension L{K is called almost normal,
if there are subextensions L � Kn � Kn�1 � � � � � K0 � K, such that Ki�1{Ki is normal. An infinite
extension K {K is called almost normal, if it is the limit of a tower of finite almost normal extensions.
The following generalization of the classical Brauer-Siegel theorem is shown by Tsfasman-Vlăduţ in the
asymptotically good case and also under GRH and then by Zykin in the remaining asymptotically bad
unconditional case.

Theorem 2.1 ( [TV02] GRH Corollary D, Corollary F; [Zy05] Corollary 3). Let K be an infinite number
field and let tKnun be a tower of subextensions of K , such that Kn � Kn�1 for all n and K �

�8
i�0Kn.

Assume that at least one of the following holds:

 each Kn is almost normal over Q, or
 GRH holds for each Kn

Then BSpK q exists, is independent of the choice of pKnqn and

BSpK q � 1�
¸
q

φqpK q log
q

q � 1
� φRpK q log 2� φCpK q log 2π,

where the sum is taken over all rational prime powers.

Also observe that by [TV02] Theorem H (and GRH Theorem G) BSpK q is always finite. The term
on the right side in Theorem 2.1 is closely related with the value at 1 of the zeta function of K (which
is defined in [TV02]). For an infinite number field K , satisfying one of the conditions from the theorem,
we define:

(2.1) λpK q :� BSpK q � 1� φRpK q log 2� φCpK q log 2π �
¸
q

φqpK q log
q

q � 1
.

Moreover, assume we are given an infinite Galois extension K {K of number fields, with K finite over
Q. Let G be the corresponding profinite Galois group. If G � U �H are two subgroups such that U is
open in G and H is normal, closed and not open in U , let L :� K H , L :� K U be the corresponding
fixed fields. Then we will write

λpU ;Hq :� λpL q and φαpU ;Hq :� φαpL q.

Then λpU ;Hq, φαpU ;Hq depend only on H, not on U .

2.3. Some computations. The following two easy Lemmas below are closely related to [HM01] Lemma
5, Definition 6 and the invariant µ, which we introduce below is related to the root discriminant rdK :�

|DK{Q|
1

rK:Qs .

Lemma 2.2. Let L{K be a finite Galois extension, which is unramified outside a set S � tp1, . . . , pru

of primes of K, and let piOL �
±gi
j�1 P

ei
ij , such that rL : Ks � eifigi, where fi is the inertia degree of

Pij{pi for some (any) j. Then

NK{QDL{K �
r¹
i�1

Np
rL:Ksp1� 1

ei
�
βi
ei
q

i ,

with some βi ¥ 0 and βi � 0 ô L{K is tamely ramified in pi. Moreover, one has

gL
rL : Ks

� gK �
ŗ

i�1

p1�
1

ei
�
βi
ei
qNpi

Proof. Let δL{K be the different of L{K. Then the Pij-valuation of δL{K is ei�1�
°8
u�1p7DPij{pi,u�1q,

where DPij{pi,u denote the higher ramification subgroups in the lower numbering (cf. e.g. [Se79] Chap.
IV Proposition 4). Let βi :�

°8
u�1p7DPij{pi,u � 1q. As DL{K � NL{KδL{K, we get
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NK{QDL{K � NK{QNL{KδL{K � NL{QδL{K �
r¹

i�1

Np
gifipei�1�βiq
i �

r¹
i�1

Np
rL:Ksp1� 1

ei
�
βi
ei
q

i .

It is clear that βi � 0 ô L{K is tamely ramified in pi. Now taking the logarithm of the formula
DL{Q � D

rL:Ks
K{Q NK{QDL{K gives the last statement of the lemma. �

Lemma 2.3. Let K be a number field and K {K an infinite Galois extension. Let pKnq
8
n�0 be a tower

corresponding to K {K, consisting of Galois subextensions with K � K0. Then

µpK {Kq :� lim
nÑ8

rKn : Ks

gKn
¥ 0

exists, is finite and depends only on K {K, not on the choice of the tower. If moreover, K {K is
unramified outside a finite set S of primes of K and only tamely ramified in S, then µpK {Kq ¡ 0.

Proof. This follows from the last statement in Lemma 2.2. �

If K {L {L{K and H � U � G are as at the end of Section 2.2, then we also write µpU ;Hq :� µpL {Lq.
Note that if H � V � U with last inclusion open, then we have

µpU ;Hq � rU : V sµpV ;Hq.

As we can only read off NK{QDL{K from GK,S , but not DK{Q, we introduce the following variant of
our invariants. Let K be a fixed base field. For L{K finite, let

gL{K :� log |NK{QDL{K|
1
2 .

Then gL � rL : KsgK�gL{K . For K {L {L{K,U,H as above choose a tower L � � � � � L2 � L1 � L0 �

L and assume that gLn{K ¡ 0 for n " 0 (equivalently, L {K is ramified). We define (α varies through
rational prime powers, R and C)

φα,relpU ;Hq :� φα,relpL {Lq :� lim
n

7ΦαpLnq

gLn{K

µrelpU ;Hq :� µrelpL {Lq :� lim
n

rLn : Ls

gLn{K

λrelpU ;Hq :� λrelpL {Lq :� lim
n

logphLn RegLnq

gLn{K
� 1� φR,relpU ;Hq log 2� φC,relpU ;Hq log 2π.

Lemma 2.4. With the above notations assume gLn{K ¡ 0 for n " 0. We have

(i) µrelpU ;Hq, φq,relpU ;Hq and λrelpU ;Hq exist and are independent of the choice of the subtower
pLnq.

(ii) One has µrelpU ;Hq   8 and µpU ;Hq � µrelpU ;Hqp1 � rL : KsgKµrelpU ;Hqq�1. In particular,
µpU ;Hq � 0 ô µrelpU ;Hq � 0.

(ii) Assume µpU ;Hq, µpU ; 1q are non-zero. Then the following holds:

λpU ;Hq

µpU ;Hq
�
λpU ; 1q

µpU ; 1q
�
λrelpU ;Hq

µrelpU ;Hq
�
λrelpU ; 1q

µrelpU ; 1q
.

Proof. To simplify notation in the proof we omit U,H and write µrel for µrelpU ;Hq, µ for µpU ;Hq, etc.
We have

lim
n

gLn
rLn : Ls

� lim
n

gLn{K

rLn : Ls
� gKrL : Ks � lim

n

gLn{L

rLn : Ls
� gL{K � rL : KsgK .

As the limit involving gLn ’s exists and is independent of the choice of the tower, the same is true for
both other limits. The limit involving gLn{K ’s is positive (either gL{K ¡ 0, or by assumption, gLn{L ¡ 0

for n " 0 and then by Lemma 2.3, limn
gLn{L

rLn:Ls ¡ 0). Hence µrel exists, is finite, independent of the choice
of the tower, µ � 0 ô µrel � 0 and if both are unequal zero, then µ�1 � µ�1

rel � rL : KsgK . From this
part (ii) of the lemma follows. Further, we compute:
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φqp1� rL : KsgKµrelq � lim
n

7ΦqpLnq

gLn
p1� rL : KsgK lim

n

rLn : Ls

gLn{K
q � lim

n

7ΦqpLnq

gLn{K
� φq,rel

As the limits in the second term exist and are independent of the choice of the tower, the same holds
true for the limit defining φq,rel. An analogous computation shows that λrel exists and is independent of
the choice of the tower. This shows part (i) of the lemma. Then one easily computes:

λ � pλrel � 1qp1� rL : KsgKµrelq
�1 � 1.

Putting this and the above in equation (2.1) (which is the Tsfasman-Vlăduţ theorem) we obtain

(2.2) λrel � rL : KsgKµrel �
¸
q

φq,rel log
q

q � 1
.

Further, the above implies that if µ � 0, then
φq
µ
�
φq,rel

µrel
.

This and equation (2.2) imply part (iii) of the lemma. �

2.4. The p-adic volume of the unit lattice. We do not use the results of this section in the rest of
this paper. Let p be a (say, odd) prime, K a number field, S � S8 Y Sp a finite set of primes of K.
In contrast to the usual regulator, it is possible to reconstruct the p-adic volume volppKq of the unit
lattice of K from the fundamental group GK,S (+ some more information). As we do not use volppKq

outside this section, we omit its definition here and refer to [NSW08] 10.3.3. We use same notations as
in Section 2.1.

Proposition 2.5. Let K be a number field, S � S8 a finite set of primes of K, such that at least two
rational primes lie in O�

K,S and let p be one of them. Assume p ¡ 2 or K totally imaginary. Assume
the Leopoldt conjecture holds for K and p. Then

pGK,S , p, χpqù volppKq.

Proof. By [Iv14] Theorem 1.1, the given information is enough to reconstruct the position of decompo-
sition subgroups of primes in Sf inside GK,S and hence also in its pro-p-quotient G

ppq
K,S . For a prime

p̄ P pSf rSpqpK
ppq
S q, we have a map with open image D

p̄,K
ppq
S {K

Ñ Zp, which is induced by the cyclotomic

character χ1p : G
ppq
K,S Ñ Zp. The inertia subgroups I

p̄,K
ppq
S {K

� D
p̄,K

ppq
S {K

are the kernels of this map.

Therefore we can reconstruct the quotient G
ppq
K,Sp

of G
ppq
K,S together with the decomposition subgroups

at Sp by dividing out the normal subgroup generated by I
p̄,K

ppq
S {K

for p̄ P Sf rSp. Hence we can also
reconstruct the following exact sequence from class field theory (cf. [NSW08] 8.3.21)

0 Ñ O�
K,Sp

Ñ
¹
pPSp

K
�,ppq
p Ñ G

ab,ppq
K,Sp

Ñ ClSp
pKqppq Ñ 0

where the upper index ppq denotes the pro-p completion and O�
K,Sp

denotes the closure of the image of

O�
K,Sp

in
±

pPSp
K

�,ppq
p . Note that the decomposition groups Dp̄,KS{K are the full local groups by [CC09]

and hence by class fields theory K�,ppq
p � G

ab,ppq
Kp

� D
ab,ppq
p̄,KS{K

. Let Up � K�
p be the units of OKp

. The
assumed Leopoldt conjecture and [NSW08] 10.3.13 with S � Sp Y S8, T � H shows the exactness of
the rows of the diagram

0 // O�
K

//
� _

��

±
pPSp

U
ppq
p

� _

��

// Gab,ppq
K,Sp

// Cl
ppq
K

����

// 0

0 // O�
K,Sp

� � // ±
pPSp

K
�,ppq
p

// Gab,ppq
K,Sp

// Cl
ppq
K,Sp

// 0

7



where O�
K is the closure of the image of O�

K inside
±

pPSp
U
ppq
p . We can reconstruct the second vertical

map from the given data (U ppq
p correspond to the inertia subgroup via the reciprocity isomorphism

K
�,ppq
p Ñ G

ab,ppq
Kp

). An easy diagram chase shows O�
K � O�

K,Sp
X
±

pPSp
U
ppq
p . Hence we can reconstruct

the upper left horizontal map in the above diagram. Apply �bZpQp{Zp to it; now the proposition follows
from [NSW08] 10.3.8 as r1pKq, r2pKq can be reconstructed from the given data and as the natural map
O�
K bZ Zp � O�

K is an isomorphism by Leopoldt’s conjecture. �

3. Small norm criterions

Throughout this section we fix a number fieldK with a set of primes S � S8 and let  P ttm, tm�p`qu.
Let R be a further set of primes of K. Recall that prime always means non-archimedean prime.

3.1. Normal case.

Definition 3.1. Let U � G
K,S be an open subgroup and H�U a closed normal subgroup, which is not

open. Let L � pK
Sq
U and p a non-archimedean prime of L. We say that p lies under H, if for some

(any) extension p̄ of p to K
S , the inclusion Dp̄{p XH � Dp̄{p is open (equivalently, rpH : ps   8, where

pH :� p̄|pK
Sq
H ). We also define:

zRpU ;Hq :� the number of primes in L lying under H and outside R.

Note that the definition is independent on the choice of p̄ as H is normal in U .

Proposition 3.2 (Criterion 1). Let H�U , L be as in Definition 3.1. Assume that either L{Q is almost
normal, or that pGRHq holds. Assume that pFDq, pFKSq hold for pK,Sq with respect to the set R.
We have:

(i) zRpU ;Hq � 0 ô λpU ;Hq
µpU ;Hq �

λpU ;1q
µpU ;1q � 0.

(ii) zRpU ;Hq ¡ 1 ô DH1, H2 � H which are closed and normal in U such that zRpU ;Hiq ¡ 0 for
i � 1, 2 and zRpU ;H1 XH2q � 0.

Proof. (i): By our assumptions we can apply Tsfasman-Vlăduţ to any infinite subfield of K
S{L which is

(almost) normal over L. Let pLnqn be some tower corresponding to K
S{L with L0 � L (consisting of

almost normal subextensions). By pFDq, for each q there is an n0, such that all primes lying outside
RpLn0q have norm ¡ q. For a set T of primes of K, let TN�q denote the subset of primes having the
norm q. Then for each n ¥ n0 we have ΦqpLnq � RpLnq

N�q and as R is completely split in K
S{L, we

get:

(3.1) φqpU ; 1q � lim
n

7RpLnq
N�q

gLn
� lim

n

7RpLqN�q � rLn : Ls

gLn
� 7RpLqN�q � µpU ; 1q

and hence

λpU ; 1q �
¸
q

φqpU ; 1q log
q

q � 1
� µpU ; 1q

¸
q

7RpLqN�q � log
q

q � 1
.

Similarly, the primes in Rp�qN�q contribute to φqpU ;Hq. Hence we have

φqpU ;Hq ¥ 7RpLqN�q � µpU ;Hq.

As λpU ;Hq �
°
q φqpU ;Hq log q

q�1 and φqpU ;Hq ¥ 0, log q
q�1 ¡ 0 for each q we get

(3.2)
λpU ;Hq

µpU ;Hq
�
λpU ; 1q

µpU ; 1q
� 0 ô @q : φqpU ;Hq � 7RpLqN�q � µpU ;Hq.

Thus we have to show the equivalence of the right hand side of (3.2) with zRpU ;Hq � 0. Assume
first zRpU ;Hq � 0, i.e., for any prime p of L outside R and any extension p̄ to K

S , the intersection
Dp̄{p XH � Dp̄{p is not open. Let p R R be a prime of L and let pH :� p̄|pK

Sq
H . We claim that then the

inertia degree of pH{p is infinite. The claim is obvious for primes p R Smin, as K
S{L is then unramified

at p and hence 7pDp̄{p{Dp̄{p XHq � 7DpH{p is the inertia degree. For a prime p P Smin, we have by our
8



assumption pFDq in the case  � tm: Dp̄{p � Ẑ
 Ẑpp1q, where p is the residue characteristic of p (here
and later pp1q means the prime-to-p part) and in the case  � tm� p`q, we have Dp̄{p � Z` 
Z`, in both
cases the semi-direct product defined by sending 1 to multiplication by the norm of p. By Lemma 3.3
below resp. [Iv14] Lemma 2.2 and the normality of H, it follows from pDp̄{p : Dp̄{p XHq � 8 that also
pDnr

p̄{p : Hq � 8, where Dnr
p̄{p is the unramified quotient of Dp̄{p and H the image of Dp̄{p in it. This

shows our claim.
Fix now a rational prime power q � pr. By our claim we can choose H � V � U open such that each

prime p R R of L with residue characteristic p has norm Np ¡ q. Replacing V by
�
gPU gV g

�1 we can
assume it is normal in U . Let M{L be the extension corresponding to V � U . As in (3.1) we get:

φqpU ;Hq � φqpV ;Hq � 7RpMqN�q � µpV ;Hq � 7RpLqN�q � rU : V sµpV ;Hq

� 7RpLqN�q � µpU ;Hq.

Conversely, assume there is a prime p R R in L lying under H. Let p̄ be an extension of p to K
S . Then

Dp̄{p XH � Dp̄{p is open. Let H � V � U be open and normal in U , such that V XDp̄{p � H XDp̄{p.
Such V exists: indeed, the image Dp̄ of Dp̄ under π : U � U{H is finite, so we can choose some open
and normal V � U{H such that V X Dp̄ � t1u. Then V :� π�1pV q � U is open and normal with
V XDp̄ � H XDp̄. Let M :� pK

Sq
V . Denote by pM the restriction of p̄ to M and by pH the restriction

of p̄ to pK
Sq
H . As DpH{pM � Dp̄{pM {Dp̄{pH � Dp̄{pX V {Dp̄{pXH � 1 and as H normal in V , the prime

pM is completely decomposed in pK
Sq
H{M . Let now q :� NpM. As in (3.1) we get:

φqpU ;Hq � φqpV ;Hq ¥ p1� 7RpMqN�qqµpV ;Hq � µpV ;Hq � 7RpLqN�qµpU ;Hq.

By Lemma 2.3, µpV ;Hq ¡ 0. This finishes the proof of (i).
(ii): Assume first zRpU ;Hq ¡ 1. Then there are two different primes p1, p2 R R in L, both lying under

H. For i � 1, 2 let p̄i be an extension of pi to K
S and let Hi :� xxDp̄i{pi XHyyU be the closed normal

subgroup of U generated by Dp̄i{pi XH. Then obviously, pi lies under Hi, hence zRpU ;Hiq ¡ 0. Further,
for any prime p � p1 of L outside R with some extension p̄ to K

S , we have:

Dp̄{p XHi � Dp̄{p X xxDp̄{piyyU � Dp̄{p,

and the second inclusion is not open by pFKSq. Hence (doing the same for p2 instead of p1) no prime
outside R lies under H1 XH2.

Conversely, assume there are two closed subgroups H1, H2 � H, normal in U , such that zRpU ;Hiq ¡ 0

for i � 1, 2 and zRpU ;H1 XH2q � 0. Let pi R R be a prime of L lying under Hi. Then clearly, pi also lie
under H. If we would have p1 � p2 �: p, then Dp̄{pXHi � Dp̄{p would be an open inclusion for i � 1, 2.
But then also Dp̄{p XH1 XH2 � Dp̄{p would be open, i.e. p would lie under H1 XH2, which contradicts
zRpU ;H1 XH2q � 0. Thus p1 � p2, and hence zRpU ;H1 XH2q ¡ 1.

�

Lemma 3.3. Let D � Ẑ 
 Ẑpp1q, the operation of the first factor on the second given by sending 1 to
multiplication by some power of the prime p. Let N �D be a closed normal subgroup. If the composition
N ãÑ D � Ẑ, where the last map is the projection on the first factor, has open image, then N is open in
D.

Proof. ReplacingD by the preimage of the image ofN underD � Ẑ, we can assume that the composition
N Ñ Ẑ is surjective. Find generators of D as a profinite group such that D � xσ, τ : στσ�1 � τ qy and
D � Ẑ is given by σ ÞÑ 1, τ ÞÑ 0. There is an a P Ẑpp1q such that τaσ P N . Hence D{N is generated by
the image τ̄ of τ in D{N , i.e., D{N is procyclic and hence abelian. Hence N contains the commutator
of D, which is equal to xτ q�1y. Now it is immediate to check that N is open in D. �

3.2. General criterion. We keep the notations from Section 3.1. If G is a profinite group and H a
subgroup, then we denote by xxHyyG the smallest closed normal subgroup of G containing H.
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Definition 3.4. Assume that pFDq, pFKSq hold for K
S{K with respect to the set R. Let Z � G

K,S

be a closed subgroup. We say that Z has decomposition behavior if the following conditions are
satisfied for all open subgroups U � G

K,S containing Z:
(1) xxZyyU � U is not open
(2) zRpU ; xxZyyU q � zRYSminpU ; xxZyyU q � 1

(3) there is a constant C ¡ 0 and an open subgroup Z � U0 � GK,S , such that if Z � U � U0, then

λpU ; xxZyyU q

µpU ; xxZyyU q
�
λpU ; 1q

µpU ; 1q
� C.

Theorem 3.5 (Criterion 2). Assume that pFDq, pFKSq hold for K
S{K with respect to a set R.

Assume either  � tm� p`q and K{Q is almost normal or pGRHq holds. Let xxy � G
K,S be a (closed)

procyclic subgroup. Then xxy has decomposition behavior if and only if there is a prime p̄ of K
S with

restriction p R R to K, such that Dp̄{p X xxy � Dp̄{p is open. In this case xxy � Dp̄{p. Moreover, p̄ is
unique and lies outside RY Smin.

The proof will show that the theorem remains true if we replace ’procyclic’ by ’abelian’ The next
corollary follows from the theorem and Lemma 3.7.

Corollary 3.6. With the assumptions as in Theorem 3.5, the decomposition subgroups inside G
K,S of

primes lying outside R Y Smin are exactly the maximal procyclic subgroups of G
K,S of decomposition

behavior.

Proof of Theorem 3.5. Uniqueness of p̄ follows from pFKSq. Observe that as a pro-`-subgroup is nilpo-
tent, any open subgroup of it is almost normal. Using either this or the pGRHq-assumption, we can
apply Theorem 2.1 to any subtower of K

S{K.
Assume first there is a prime p̄ of K

S with restriction p R R to K such that Dp̄{p X xxy � Dp̄{p is
open. Then p R Smin, otherwise Dp̄{p would contain an open subgroup generated by one element, which
is impossible by pFDq. As xxy is abelian, Lemma 3.7 below implies xxy � Dp̄{p.

For any xxy � U � G
K,S open with fixed field L, let pL :� p̄|L. We have: xxxyyU � xxDp̄{pLyyU � U

and the last inclusion is not open by pFKSq. This shows part (1) of Definition 3.4. Further, pL lies
under xxxyyU . If a further prime q � pL of L with q R R would lie under xxxyyU , then the composition
Dq̄{q X xxxyyU � Dq̄{q X xxDp̄{pLyyU � Dq̄{q would be open. Hence also the second inclusion would be
open, and this contradicts pFKSq. This shows (2).

To show (3), we compute the numbers λpU ; xxxyyU q. Let xxy � U0 � G
K,S be open with fixed field

L0, such that U0 X Dp̄{p � xxy. Let q :� NpL0 . For any xxy � U � U0 open with fixed field L, we
have DpL{pL0

� Dp̄{pL0
{Dp̄{pL � Dp̄{p X U0{Dp̄{p X U � 1, i.e. NpL � q too. Consider now the tower

pK
Sq

xxxyyU {L corresponding to the inclusion xxxyyU � U . Similar as in the proof of Proposition 3.2,
pFKSq and a computation show:

(3.3)
λpU ; xxxyyU q

µpU ; xxxyyU q
�
λpU ; 1q

µpU ; 1q
� log

q

q � 1
,

which implies (3). This finishes the proof of one direction in the theorem.
To prove the other direction, let xxy � G

K,S be of decomposition behavior. Let xxy � U � G
K,S

be an open subgroup with fixed field L. By assumptions, there is a unique prime pL R R Y Smin of L
lying under xxxyyU . This uniqueness implies that if xxy � U 1 � U � G

K,S with fixed fields L1, L, then
pL1 |L � pL. Thus the sets tpLu with one element form a projective system, which limit is again a one
element set, i.e., we obtain a unique prime p̄ of K

S lying outside RY Smin with p̄|L � pL for each L.
Let now xxy � U � G

K,S be open. By condition (1) of Definition 3.4, xxxyyU � U is not open and we
can compute λpU ; xxxyyU q. Let therefore xxxyyU � V0 � U be open and normal with fixed field M0 such
that Dp̄{pL X xxxyyU � Dp̄{pL X V0. Let pM0,1, . . . , pM0,r be the primes in M0 lying over pL. Let further
fU be the inertia degree of pM0,i over pL. Then

fU � pDp̄{pL : Dp̄{pL X xxxyyU q

rfU � rM0 : Ls
10



(in particular, fU does not depend on the choice of M0). Further, pM0,i are completely decomposed in
the tower pK

Sq
xxxyyU {M0. Set q0,U :� NpL and qU :� qfU0,U � NpM0,i. Then we have:

φqU pU ; xxxyyU q � φqU pV0; xxxyyU q � lim
M

7RpMqN�qU � rrM : M0s

gM

� µpU ; xxxyyU q7RpLq
N�qU �

1

fU
µpU ; xxxyyU q,

where M runs through the tower pK
Sq

xxxyyU {M0. As by condition (2) of Definition 3.4 no further prime
of L outside RY Smin lies under xxxyyU , we get:

(3.4)
λpU ; xxxyyU q

µpU ; xxxyyU q
�
λpU ; 1q

µpU ; 1q
�

1

fU
log

qU
qU � 1

� log q0,U �
1

fU
logpqfU0,U � 1q.

Now let xxy � U0 � G
K,S be open as in condition (3) of Definition 3.4 and let xxy � U 1 � U � U0

be two open subgroups with fixed fields L1, L. We compare the expressions (3.4) for U and U 1. Let
c :� rpL1 : pLs � pDp̄{pL : Dp̄{pL1 q. Then q0,U 1 � qc0,U and hence

λpU 1; xxxyyU 1q

µpU 1; xxxyyU 1q
�
λpU 1; 1q

µpU 1; 1q
� log q0,U 1 �

1

fU 1

logpq
fU1

0,U 1 � 1q � c log q0,U �
1

fU 1

logpq
cfU1

0,U � 1q

By condition (3), these quantities for U and U 1 must coincide, i.e., we get (for simplicity let t :� q0,U ):

pc� 1q log t � log

�
ptcf

1
U � 1q1{fU1

ptfU � 1q1{fU

�
.

Applying exp and taking fUfU 1 -th power we obtain

tpc�1qfUfU1 ptfU � 1qfU1 � ptcfU1 � 1qfU .

All numbers in this equation are positive integers and if c � 1, then the left side would be divisible by
t (which is a prime power ¡ 1), whereas the right side would not. This contradiction shows c � 1 and
therefore, the intersection Dp̄{p X U is independent of the open subgroup xxy � U � U0. Hence

Dp̄{pK X xxy � Dp̄{pK X
£

xxy�U

U � Dp̄{pK X U0

is open in Dp̄{pK . This finishes the proof. �

Lemma 3.7. Assume pFDq, pFKSq hold for K
S{K with respect to the set R. Let p R R be a prime

of K with extension p̄ to K
S. Let H � Dp̄ be an open subgroup. Then NG

K,S
pHq � Dp̄, where NGpHq

denote the normalizer of H in G.

Proof. Let x P NG
K,S
pHq. Then

H � xHx�1 � xDp̄x
�1 � Dxp̄,

i.e. Dxp̄ XDp̄ � Dp̄ is open. By pFKSq, x P p̄. �

4. Anabelian geometry

Proof of Theorem 1.1. For each finite K1,S1
{L1{K1, let L2 be the corresponding field via σ. The assump-

tions imply by [Iv14] Theorem 1.1 that σ maps decomposition groups of primes in S1 rS8 to decompo-
sition groups of primes in S2 rS8 (cf. Section 2.1). As in [Iv14] Corollary 1.4, for any K1,S1

{L1{K1, we
have an induced local correspondence at the boundary

σ�,L1
: pS1 rS8qpL1q Ñ pS2 rS8qpL2q,

which is an isomorphism preserving residue characteristics, absolute inertia degrees and ramification
indices. As by assumption, the decomposition groups of primes in Si,f are the full local groups, σ also
preserves the wild inertia subgroups and hence induces an isomorphism

σ : G
K1,S1

Ñ G
K2,S2

.
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Choose K
1,S1

{M1{K1 finite such that M1 is totally imaginary and such that gM1{K1
¡ 0. Then

M2 is also totally imaginary ( [Iv14] Proposition 4.2) and µrelpU ;Hq   8 for any H � U � G
M1,S1

(here and later we take µrel with respect to the base field Ki). Also Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 show that
µrelpU ;Hq � 0 � µpU ;Hq. Now [Iv14] Proposition 4.2 implies that the local correspondence at the
boundary preserves the absolute inertia and ramification degrees, hence we have gL1{K1

� gL2{K2
for

each K
1,S1

{L1{M1 and that hL1 � hL2 . This and the assumption in the theorem on the behavior of the
regulators imply that for any H1 � U1 � G

M1,S1
with first inclusion closed and non-open and the second

inclusion open, we have:

λrelpU1;H1q � λrelpσpU1q;σpH1qq

µrelpU1;H1q � µrelpσpU1q;σpH1qq,

with µrel, λrel as in Section 2.3. Applying Lemma 2.4(iii) we obtain

(4.1)
λpU1;H1q

µpU1;H1q
�
λpU1; 1q

µpU1; 1q
�
λpσpU1q;σpH1qq

µpσpU1q;σpH1qq
�
λpσpU1q; 1q

µpσpU1q; 1q
.

This and Proposition 3.2 imply that σ preserves decomposition behavior of subgroups (note that the
knowledge of zR implies the knowledge of zRYSmin

by the local correspondence at the boundary). Thus
by Corollary 3.6, σ maps the decomposition subgroups of primes outside R1 Y S1,min in G

K1,S1
to

decomposition subgroups of primes outside R2YS2,min in G
K2,S2

. Let ΣK
i,Si

denote the set of all primes
of K

i,Si
(it can be seen as the inverse limit of the finite level sets). Therefore we obtain (using pFKSq)

a bijective map

(4.2) σ� : ΣK
1,S1

r pR1 Y S1,min Y S8q Ñ ΣK
2,S2

r pR2 Y S2,min Y S8q,

determined by σpDp̄q � Dσ�pp̄q, which is equivariant for the action of G
K1,S1

on these sets (the action
comes from the conjugation action on subgroups and on the right side it is defined via σ). Thus we
obtain the maps σ�,L1

from the theorem by factoring out the action of open subgroups of GK1,S1
. Now

let p P ΣL1
r pR1 Y S1,min Y S8q, where L1 correspond to the open subgroup U1 � GK1,S1

. Then
equations (3.3) and (4.1) show

log
Np

Np� 1
� log

Nσppq

Nσppq � 1
�: A,

i.e., Np � eA

eA�1 � Nσ�,L1ppq.
�

Now the same argument as in [Ne69] Theorem 2 shows Corollary 1.2. We repeat it for the convenience
of the reader.

Proof of Corollary 1.2. Let P¥1pKi{Qq denote the set of primes of Q unramified in Ki{Q and having at
least one factor of degree 1 in Ki{Q. Let cspKi{Qq be the set of primes of Q completely split in Ki{Q.
For sets of primes of a number field K, let S � T mean that S and T are equal up to a subset of Dirichlet
density zero. Then as the local correspondence preserves absolute norms of primes we have:

P¥1pK2{Qq � P¥1pK1{Qq � cspK1{Qq � cspK2{Qq.
Then Chebotarev density theorem implies that K2{Q is also normal. As cspK1{Qq � cspK2{Qq, a second
application of Chebotarev implies K1 � K2. �
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